W hen the exhibition, Darwin, opened at the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) on November 19, 2005 there was a certain amount of trepidation in the air. One commentator noted "It isn't very often that a mere visit to an exhibition counts as a political act, but that's certainly how it feels these days as you mount the steps of the American Museum of Natural History." 1 Indeed, this sense of controversy and heightened politics ensured that the Museum failed to get any corporate sponsorship to support the exhibition and its development. However, anticipated picket lines, hate mail, and sabotage within the gallery failed to materialize publicly. Shortly after the exhibition opened, Judge John Jones ruled, against a school Board of Trustees in Dover, Pennsylvania, that it was unconstitutional to teach intelligent design as scientific theory in public schools, in turn successfully pushing aside serious legal consideration of Intelligent Design theory as a rival to Evolutionary theory in explaining the order and diversity of the natural world.
Rather than framing a controversy between sacred and secular knowledge, the Darwin exhibit at the AMNH asks a fundamentally different and difficult question: How do you display science qua science? If objects are the central tools that curators use to tell stories, what objects do you choose when displaying a scientific theory? This review seeks to ask how exhibitions such as Darwin produce, as well as represent, ideas about science as a particular kind of enterprise and practice, one dedicated to the progressive accrual of objective knowledge, able to transcend political tensions between sacred and secular knowledge in the present day. The review has emerged from a graduate seminar in the Program in Museum Studies at New York University, entitled Anthropology in and of Museums. Each member of the class visited the exhibition with a particular theme, problematic or issue in mind, which we then brought together during our seminar discussions and edited together into a single review. We aimed to use the tools available to us as museum anthropologists to critically unpack some of the structures of thought, display strategies, broader contexts, and experiences of the exhibition. Our themes interrogated the exhibition from a number of different directions, asking what the exhibition could illuminate for us about the culture of science in the mid19th century and today; the practice of science and of scientists; and the impact of spectacle, collections, materiality, and technology (e.g. the museum complex) on both the production of science and its public representation. However, rather than undertaking intensive background research into these issues, we privileged the exhibition as a site of knowledge production-asking how the particular configuration of objects, images, text, and space facilitated our understanding of these issues.
Darwin, curated by Niles Eldridge of the AMNH's Division of Paleontology, traces Charles Darwin's life as a scientist, moving from his progressive childhood, though his Cambridge education, to the formative stimulation of his journey through the Galapagos Islands, back to London, and eventually to Down House, his family home and laboratory. At the entrance, visitors are introduced to Darwin by a large text panel linking Darwin to other Great
Men of Science such as Galileo, Newton, and Einstein, the subjects of previous AMNH exhibitions. This introduction sets the tone of the entire exhibit, which frames Darwin as the epitome of the scientist-genius: a humble man, fully dedicated to his scientific endeavors rather than to overt social or political action. Despite this highly personified view of science as scientist, the view developed throughout the exhibition is that of science as a process of uncovering underlying, unchanging, and eternal forces and rules of nature rather than as a practice subject to diverse social, political, and historical intervention.
This view is reinforced by an opening video entitled The Inside View: Science Behind the Scenes, in which various scientists (an entomologist, several paleontologists, an astrophysicist) from the AMNH itself, as well as Chicago's Field Museum and the Natural History Museum, London, explain the importance of Darwin's Theory of Evolution for their work. The Inside View is one of several video installations and short films shown in the exhibition that present the views of working scientists. This employment of expert testimony lends authority to the ideas presented in the exhibition. Calmly speaking to the camera, there is little distinction between scientists as people and science as an instituted practice. This is a welcome personification of science, making ideas come alive. However, in turn this downplays subjectivity-there is a uniform consensus within the scientific community that speaks to the visitor without doubt or hesitation on matters as disparate as biotechnology and religious faith.
The opening rooms of the exhibition are dimly lit, reminiscent of a Victorian drawing room, with brown walls covered in prints of botanical specimens. Animal skeletons darkened with age are displayed in glass specimen cases. Framed as a "Young Naturalist" who took more of an interest in collecting specimens (there is a glass case displaying beetles collected by young Charles) than in his formal Latin lessons, Darwin is presented as an inherent scientist from childhood. The main category of artifact throughout the exhibition is comprised of things classified as "Darwin's": material connected to Darwin such as his magnifying glass, his framed pressed flowers, objects he collected or worked with, a box of material memories of one of his children, his walking stick, letters and diaries. Taken individually these objects are not necessarily 'scientific' (although from a list entitled "To marry or not marry" we learn that Darwin was worried that marriage might mean he would have less money to spend on books, and less time to work). Together, however, they tell us about the multifaceted ways in which Darwin thought about and practiced science, and highlight how science emerges as a distinct "way of looking" at the world.
The next section of the exhibition outlines Darwin's voyage on the Beagle. The text at the entrance reads: "This gallery traces not a chronological journey but instead an internal one" merging history, biography, mind, and practice. In a didactic attempt to lead the visitor through a conceptual journey of discovery and arrive at the same conclusions as Darwin, the visitor retraces Darwin's steps as he traveled the world on the Beagle, seeing the many species that inspired him to ponder the reasons for such diversity. The visitor develops Darwin's way of looking: seeing what Darwin saw, including live iguana and frogs, touching what Darwin would have touched, such as a piece of petrified wood and huge fossils, and hearing what Darwin would have heard, the sound of the sea on a ship, complete with a lone bird flying overhead. These objects invite visitor interaction, and appeal to a range of age groups and education levels. The inclusion of details related to Darwin's own childhood and his own children, along with the interactive nature of objects such as magnifying glasses and live animals engage children in particular. Just like Darwin, the visitor moves through a range of different experiences, linking sensations of "delight" to those of "careful observation." Throughout the exhibition, the visitor is encouraged to look at particular specimens through magnifying glasses, thereby appropriating the scientist's gaze in order to assist in "pondering connections."
After the Trip Around the World with/as Darwin, visitors enter the next section of the exhibition called The Idea Takes Shape. The curatorial voice here slips almost directly into the head of Darwin. The presence of many of Darwin's letters, diaries, and notebooks-his actual voice-in the exhibition further promotes the establishment of a personal rapport between the visitor and Darwin. It is difficult to actually read much of Darwin's handwriting but key sections are transcribed in labels within an overall context of documentary authority. As records of the past, these documents, along with letters written by Darwin's family, friends, and colleagues, authenticate Darwin's experiences and hence the processes by which his theory of evolution developed as well as the theory itself. They give a powerful sense of the development though Darwin's own thoughts-for instance a progressive display, comparing his notebooks, which contain with the diagram mapping out basic evolution (figure 1).
The exhibition moves with Darwin, through his marriage to his first cousin, to his settlement in Down House, where science became almost indistinguishable from everyday family life. We get a sense of how Darwin's personal and family engagements were fundamental to his thinking about the development of species. On the back of one of the few surviving pages of Origin of the Species, Darwin's son has doodled a drawing depicting a battle between fruit and vegetables, perhaps reflecting his own engagement with the vegetable garden at Down House, where Darwin modified species of cabbage. Hobbies such as gardening and pigeon rearing allowed Darwin to artificially select character traits and observe changes in the natural world over time. An evocative slide show moves the visitor through Darwin's "sandwalk," a circuit he walked everyday, rain or shine, reflecting upon his work. There is also a perfect replication of Darwin's study, appearing as if he had just left the room, with his original microscope on the desk.
In the next section of the exhibit, At Last, the visitor encounters a dramatic blow to the protagonist's story as Alfred Wallace suddenly enters the narrative with the news that he is intending to publish a theory remarkably similar to Darwin's. The text panel describes this intrusion into the scientist's life: "Darwin was distraught: after all the years of work and worry someone else would get the credit. He hated being scooped-and he hated himself for caring." By this point in the exhibit, the visitor has observed the years of work that Darwin put into his theory. Consequently, the visitor experiences relief when Darwin's friends Charles Lyell and Joseph Dalton Hooker come to his aid, endorse Darwin's priority to the idea, and convince him to present a paper at the same time as Wallace to a meeting of the Linnean Society in London.
A section entitled The World Reacts deals with the initial responses to Darwin's theory. Wall text in this segment relates the first public conflict between religion and evolution describing how Samuel Wilberforce (an Anglican clergyman) criticized the Origin of Species at the 1860 annual meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science.
It relates how the book " . . . caused a sensation, not only in Britain, but around the world. Politicians made speeches, clerics preached sermons, everyone had an opinion." Darwin's theory of evolution had entered the political stage, although the exhibition takes care to highlight how the theory is able to transcend mere politics. Despite the presentation of Darwin's subjectivity throughout the exhibitionhis life, both personal and professional, gives rise to ideas that are more than just opinion. While other scientists and evolutionary theorists, such as Wallace and Darwin's own grandfather, are mentioned in the display, the exhibition takes great care to ensure that the theory of evolution is primarily attached to Darwin. This is reinforced by the final gallery in the exhibit called Evolution Today, which links Darwin's work and life explicitly to present day advances in evolutionary biology, biotechnology, and genetics. Interactive computer games ask children to change the color of beetles so that they either merge into or out from the background; watching the bird pecking them off depending on their color teaches a lesson about natural selection and adaptation. There is an engaging video that depicts the multiplication of E. Coli bacteria, which compellingly argues that mutation and genetic evolution can occur in minutes as well as millennia. Another video traces the development of three embryos, a chicken, a pig, and a human-impressing visitors with their developmental similarities.
The dichotomy between science as revealing an objective "truth" versus science as a manufactured product of human endeavors creates a sense of dissonance in several areas of the exhibition, most notably within the only portion of the Darwin exhibition that explicitly deals with the social implications and political contexts that may have impacted the theory of evolution-a single panel entitled, Social Reaction to Darwin-Long Standing Controversies . This section, toward the end of the exhibition, is designed very differently than the rest of the show, consisting simply of a timeline, wall text, and a video screen. Controversy is portrayed simply, and in a straightforward manner, as a list of dates and facts juxtaposed with running video commentary by noted scientists explaining their personal feelings about the interaction of science and religion. All of them feel that science is wholly compatible with personal faith, in as much as they seek to answer different questions about the nature of nature. We are told: "Darwin's theory of evolution by natural selection is the only scientific explanation for the spectacular diversity of life on earth." The text explains that evolution is one of the "essential theories at the very core of science" and then shows, in a very muted way, how the theory has been misused and misinterpreted during different periods of history. The timeline explains how the theory of evolution "triggered reactions and controversy based on non-scientific perspectives" distancing Darwin's premises from their political uses.
The display clearly discredits Social Darwinism as a misuse of the theory, equating such treatments with eugenics and genocide, although it downplays the reach of the Eugenics movements into, for example, the AMNH in the early decades of the 20th century, which hosted the Third International Congress of Eugenics in 1932 (and see Stocking 1982) . Indeed, following the timeline one would suppose that most of the controversies surrounding the theory of evolution are in the past, and that even then, there were few of them. One of the most controversial artifacts in the exhibition, a Cobb County, Georgia school textbook with a sticker on its cover disclaiming the theory of evolution, is displayed around the corner from the controversies timeline, on a poorly lit wall with little engagement with the surrounding exhibition. As an artifact it compellingly highlights how, despite the scientific rigor of evolutionary theory, science continues to be a contested domain for many Americans. However, little attempt is made to place this controversy in its present day context.
Rather, within the end section, the debate remains "scientific," focusing on the nature of a theory. A firm distinction is made between the theory of evolution and its appropriation by politicians for political purposes, between science and non-science. The "social" responses to Darwin's work ". . . misrepresent and misappropriate Darwin's original ideas . . ." A panel on theory, describes it as "a well-substantiated explanation of an aspect of the natural world that can incorporate laws, hypotheses and facts." Theories should not only be well substantiated, they should facilitate prediction: "the theory of evolution still persists today, much as Darwin first described it, and is universally accepted by scientists." The exhibition is careful to highlight that this view of the theory of evolution is not incompatible with faith and religion. The controversies timeline also includes the statement from Pope John Paul II "that evolution is more than a 'hypothesis'" and that there is no essential contradiction between evolutionary science and Catholicism. Somehow, even the controversies do not seem to be legitimately controversial: evolution is not "scientifically" controversial, competing theories cannot enter the realm of science. Once more the exhibition maintains a clear boundary between science as a social practice, undertaken by well-rounded and complex humans (like Darwin and the other scientists), and science as an understanding of the world, based on objective rather than subjective observations. The display strategies throughout the exhibition are lively and engaging, drawing in the visitor to engage with diverse material forms, making the abstraction of evolution come alive. The exhibition contains a mélange of live animals, authentic objects, and evocative replicas. The AMNH makes no secret of the live animals used in the exhibit, the word "LIVE!" in bold, all caps, and surrounded by a bright orange-colored sun burst is stamped literally on the cases containing the animals. Two Galapagos turtles amble within a large glass case at the entrance to the exhibit, which can be watched on the exhibition website through live feed to a webcam. In the section on the Galapagos a large iguana sits so still that visitors are unsure if it is real or another convincing replica. The final section of the exhibition, Endless Forms Most Beautiful, contains a series of single orchids, suspended in pots from the ceiling. These flowers literally highlight how two centuries after Darwin's birth his "insights remain fresh and vital."
Whilst there is a discernible section dealing with the theory of evolution and controversy, this is not a thread running throughout the exhibition as a whole, which instead demonstrates how the theory of evolution developed over many years of careful observation, intensive experimentation, and thoughtful debate. The gift shop is the only place where the museum seems to overtly attack the idea of Intelligent Design. There are several books by authors such as Stephen Jay Gould that point out the faults of Creationism and how it is not comparable to the theory of evolution. Indeed, contemporary scientists most prominently connected to Darwinian theory, and therefore most prominently attacked by supporters of Intelligent Design (such as Gould and Richard Dawkins) are not drawn on as authorities within the exhibition itself.
Far from seeming to be an exhibition steeped in controversy, Darwin is therefore primarily an exhibition about good science practiced by a quintessential scientist. Science is presented as a progressively enlightening theory and practice, with an intrinsic rationality that is able to counterbalance any kind of controversy. This is in direct contrast with much of the marketing material for the exhibition that took a more sensationalistic approach. Posters in magazines and throughout the New York subway system highlighted a sense of upheaval and transformation using attention-grabbing devices such as proclaiming the idea to be "RevolutionARY." Many reviewers seemed disappointed in the placid view of science contained within the display itself: Edward Rothstein of The New York Times wrote: "The exhibition, in fact, falls short in not showing just how provocative and revolutionary Darwin's theory is" (Rothstein 2006 ). On the other side, Gordon Franz, writing for answersingensis.org stated (2006): "The visitor to "Darwin," after being bombarded with evolutionary propaganda, is left with the impression that everybody believes in molecules-to-man evolution and nothing else is scientific." However, in an era in which the smallest issues have the power to become controversial, often masking much broader, and more important controversies, the Darwin exhibition has successfully sidestepped many of the distracting challenges to Darwin's theory of evolution. Darwin simulates the actual production of scientific knowledge in the mind of the visitor and influences interpretation of additional scientific displays within the museum. The exhibition breathes life into the museum, providing an excellent introduction to the theoretical underpinnings of the natural sciences, giving us a better understanding into how species on display in the Hall of Ocean Life or the Hall of Biodiversity are organized for example. As such, the exhibition not only represents evolution as a valid and essentially uncontestable scientific theory, it plays its own role in producing scientific knowledge.
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